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The History Of

Typography is the art form responsible for making the written language appear as beautiful on 
paper as possible. It has been around as early as 2nd millennium BC and even in 2015 it is still a 
blossoming field. This timeline provides a brief history on the people and movements who have 
evolved are characters from the original Blackletter to the currently popular, Times New Roman. 

Nicolas Jenson 
Jenson was a French engraver that apprenticed under 

Johannes Gutenberg. After his apprenticeship he settled in 
Venice where he opened his won printing press and is credit-

ed with the creation of the Roman typeface, sparking the 
transition from Blackletter. 

Francesco Griffo
Griffo was a Venetian punch cutter, who worked for Aldus 
Manutius. Together they are credited with the creation of italic 
type. However, they soon had a falling-out where Manutius 
claimed that Griffo had a role in the murder of his son in law. 

Claude Garamond
Garamond was a French punch cutter. He started the trend of 

selling punches to other printers. His style has become so 
popular that many fonts today use him as inspiration. Gara-

mond typefaces are said to be the most legible and the most 
eco-friendly. All of the Happy Potter books were published in 

Adobe Garamond. 

William Caslon
Caslon was an English type designer and created Caslon 
type. Caslon designs were widely popular and were seen as 
the English national typographic style, they later went on to 
influence John Baskerville. The American Declaration of 
Independence is set in British Caslon.

Firmin Didot
Didot was a French printer, type founder and hallmark. People 
traveled far and wide to visit his foundry. It was so successful 

that it is credited with impacting the affordability of the book 
trade. He also created the Didot typeface, which is used in the 

Vogue logo. Arts & Crafts + Art Noveau movements
These movements were a response to the rapid pace of the 
Industrial Revolution. It focused on the craftsmanship of art 
and the inclusion of ornate elements. This mentality affected 
type resulting in letterforms that romantically included 
elements of nature or had attributes from the medieval ages. 

Bauhaus + Swiss International Style
These movements were modern technological movements. 

They were inspired by Arts and Crafts and Art Noveau but 
embraced technology instead of fighting against it. They 

focused on cleanliness, readability, simplicity, and objectivity. 
Resulting in geometric and grid based designs.

Morris Fuller-Benton
Fuller-Benton was an American type founder. He worked at 

the America Type Founders Co. and is credited with creating 
over 221 typeface designs with Franklin Gothic being his 

most successful. 

Herb Lubalin and U&LC
Lubalin was an American graphic design and type designer. 
He worked with his partner Ralph Ginzburg to publish three 
separate magazines all had a short run, but from his maga-
zine Avant Garde. The ITC Avant Garde typeface was born. 
It was major hit, used in logos mainly in the1990s and 2000s

Paula Scher
Scher is an American graphic designer and artist. She is 

known for her work at Pentagram. One of her most famous 
projects were the iconic posters she created for the NYC 

Public Theater.

Zuzana Licko
Licko and her husband Rudy VanderLans founded the 
magazine Emigre. The typeface designs in Emigre were so 
successful that they began to sell separately with one of the 
most popular being Mrs. Eaves.

Hoefler & Frere-Jones
Hoefler & Frere-Jones is a type foundry in NYC known for 
designing typefaces for a wide range of premier groups 
such as, The New York Times, Tiffany & Co., Nike, and 
even Barack Obama’s campaign. In 2014 the tittle was 
shortened to Hoefler & Co. over a monetary suit between 
the two partners where Frere-Jones left the company. 


